
  

 

 

B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION —  

JUNE, 2010. 

Second Year 

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION 

Time : 3 hours Maximum marks : 75 

PART A — (2 × 15 = 30 marks) 

Answer any TWO questions. 

1. Explain the various uses of computers in 

education with suitable examples from school 

situation. 

 £ÒÎ `Ì{ø»°À PÀÂ°À Po¨ö£õÔ°ß 

öÁÆ÷ÁÓõÚ £¯ßPøÍ Euõµn[PÐhß ÂÁ›. 

2. Discuss the structure of Management Information 

System (MIS). What are the different factors 

contribute to the successful implementation of 

MIS in educational planning? 

 ÷©»õsø© uPÁÀ •øÓ°ß Aø©¨¤øÚ 

ÂÁõvUP. PÀÂ vmhªh¼À ÷©»õsø© uPÁÀ 
•øÓ°ß ]Ó¢u ö\¯À£õmiØPõÚ •UQ¯©õÚ 

öÁÆ÷ÁÖ PõµoPÒ ¯õøÁ? 
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3. Define Computer Based Instruction (CBI). How is 

it different from conventional teaching? Discuss 

any two techniques of CBI with suitable examples.  

 Po¨ö£õÔ \õº¢u ÷£õuøÚ– Áøµ¯Ö. £õµ®£›¯ 

PØ¤zu¼À C¸¢x Cx GÆÁõÖ ÷ÁÖ£kQÓx? 

Po¨ö£õÔ \õº¢u ÷£õuøÚ°ß H÷uÝ® Cµsk 
²UvPøÍ uS¢u Euõµn[PÐhß ÂÁõvUP. 

PART B — (6 × 5 = 30 marks) 

Answer any SIX questions. 

4. Write down the syntax of Inquiry Training Model. 

 Â\õµøn £°Ø] ©õv›°ß £i©zvøÚ GÊxP. 

5. Write the various steps involved in the process of 

item analysis. 

 E¸¨£i £S¨£õ´Ä •øÓ°ß £À÷ÁÖ £iPøÍ 

GÊxP. 

6. Write notes on different operating systems in a 

computer. 

 Po¨ö£õÔ°ß öÁÆ÷ÁÓõÚ ö\¯À£k •øÓPøÍ 
£ØÔ SÔ¨¦PÒ GÊxP. 

7. What is computer Based Training? 

 Po¨ö£õÔ \õº¢u £°Ø] GßÓõÀ GßÚ? 
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8. Mention the characteristics of a question to be 

deposited in the Question Bank. 

 ÂÚõ Á[Q°À ÷£õh¨£k® J¸ ÂÚõÂß 

Snõv\¯[PøÍ SÔ¨¤kP. 

9. Explain the different methods for CAI in detail. 

 Po¨ö£õÔ \õº¢u ÷£õuøÚ°ß öÁÆ÷ÁÓõÚ 

•øÓPøÍ ÂÁ›. 

10. What are the information needed to have 

computer based financial accounting? 

 Po¨ö£õÔ \õº¢u {v{ø» PnUQku¾US 

÷uøÁ¯õÚ uPÁÀPÒ ¯õøÁ? 

11. How the student data can be administered with 

the help of a computer? 

 Po¨ö£õÔ°ß EuÂ öPõsk GÆÁõÖ 

©õnÁÝøh¯ uPÁÀPÒ {ºÁQUP¨£kQÓx? 

PART C — (5 × 3 = 15 marks) 

Answer ALL questions. 

12. Write notes on Gantt chart with an example. 

 Pßm Áøµ£h® £ØÔ Euõµnzxhß SÔ¨¦PÒ 

GÊxP. 
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13. Mention the different ways of changing the 

existing system into a new computer system. 

 |øh•øÓ°À EÒÍ •øÓø¯ ¦v¯ Po¨ö£õÔ 

•øÓUS ©õØÖÁuØPõÚ öÁÆ÷ÁÖ ÁÈPøÍ 
SÔ¨¤kP. 

14. Write the various features of Windows. 

 \õÍµzvß £À÷ÁÖ A®\[PøÍ GÊxP. 

15. List the advantages of discovery learning. 

 PshÔ PØÓ¼ß |ßø©PøÍ £mi¯¼kP. 

16. Give the advantages of online documentation. 

 EhÚi £zvµzvß |ßø©PøÍ u¸P. 

—————— 


